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ADTʼs Weʼve Studied !

•  Position-oriented ADT!
–  List!
–  Stack!
–  Queue!

•  Value-oriented ADT!
–  Sorted list!

•  All of these are linear !
–  One previous item; one next item!



Tree ADTs!

•  General tree!
•  Binary tree (position oriented)!
•  Binary search tree (value oriented)!

•  These are not linear!
–  One previous node (parent)!
–  Multiple “next” nodes (children)!



Definitions of a Tree!

•  Recursive!
–  A tree is empty !
–  (or) A tree is a root connected to one or more 

subtrees!
•  Non-recursive!

–  A tree is a graph (collection of linked nodes) that 
has exactly one path from the root to each other 
node (no cycles)!



Tree Vocabulary!

depth 
(height)

breadth

internal node
leaf
(external node)

path (shaded 
vertices and 
edges)

parent

child

vertex
(node)

= edge

subtree

=

root level 0

level 2

level1

level 3

sibling



Note on Level!

•  The previous picture showed level counting 
beginning at 0; many books do it that way.!

•  Your book counts levels from 1.!
•  In either case,!

–  The height of an empty tree is 0!
–  The height of a tree is one more than the height of 

the maximum-height subtree of the root!
–  (This corresponds to the level of the deepest 

node, if levels begin counting at 1).!



Non-Recursive Definitions of a Tree!

•  A tree is a collection of linked nodes, 
connected in such a way that there is no path 
from any node back to itself.!

•  A tree is a collection of linked nodes and a 
designated root, such that there is exactly 
one path from the root to any node!



Recursive Definition of a Tree!

•  A tree can be empty.!
•  A tree can be a root with one or more 

subtrees.!



Traversing a Tree!

•  Visit every node in some “organized fashion”!
•  Algorithm must be general enough to work for 

any shape of tree!
•  Algorithm determines order of visitation. !



Three Traversals!

•  Pre-order!
–  Visit the root first, then the children!
–  Complete each childʼs subtree before the next  

child!
•  Post-order!

–  Visit all children (each completely before the next), 
then the root!

•  Level-order!
–  Visit all children (just the root), then all 

grandchildren, etc.!



Binary Tree!

•  A binary tree has a maximum of two subtrees, 
generally called “Left” and “Right”!

•  Any general tree can be represented as a 
binary tree (in this case, the children of the 
root are more properly labeled “first-child” and 
“sibling”!

•  Binary trees are of major importance in 
computer science!



Special Binary Trees!

•  Full binary tree - every node except deepest 
level has exactly two children!

•  Complete binary tree - full except deepest 
level; all nodes at deepest level are at left.!



Balanced binary tree!

•  The maximum height difference between the 
left and right subtree of any node is 1.!



Max. Number of Nodes in a Binary 
Tree!

•  The maximum number of nodes in a binary tree of 
height h is 2h-1.!

•  Examples!
–  Empty tree:  h=0, 20–1 = 0!
–  One node: h=1, 21– 1 = 1!
–  Root & 2 children:  h = 2, 22 – 1 = 3!

•  Prove by induction!
–  The statement is true for the empty tree!
–  If the statement is true for height k, it is true for height k+1!

K+1 tree has root (1) + 2 k trees (2*(2 k – 1)) = 2k+1 – 1!



Binary Traversals!

Public void preorder (){!
      System.out.println(data);!
      left.preorder();!
      right.preorder();!
}!
Public void postorder (){!
      left.postorder();!
      right.postorder();!
      System.out.println(data);!
}!

//This one is only for binary!
Public void inorder (){!
!left.inorder();!

 !System.out.println(data); 
right.inorder();!

}!



Expression Tree!

•  Each internal node is an operator!
•  Each leaf is a value!
•  Tree represents a mathematical expression!

–  Example:  (3+4) * ( (7+2) / 5 )!



Traversing Expression Trees!

•  Inorder traversal = infix!
•  Preorder traversal = prefix notation!
•  Postorder traversal = postfix notation (RPN)!



Huffman Tree!

•  Every character is somewhere in the tree!
•  More common characters are near the top of 

the tree, less common near the bottom!
•  Huffman code is sequence of left (0) and right

(1) moves to get to the letter.!



Using a Huffman Code Tree!

•  To encode:!
–  Take the path from the root to the letter, printing 0 

and 1 as appropriate!
•  To decode:!

–  While there are still bits in the string!
–      begin at the root!
–          while not at a leaf!
–               go left for 0, right for 1!
–          print the character at this leaf !



Binary Search Tree!

•  Every node in the left subtree is smaller than 
the root.!

•  Every node in the right subtree is larger than 
the root.!

•  Both the left subtree and the right subtree are 
also binary search trees.!



Binary Search Tree “Find”!

•  Binarysearch (root, value)!
•     if value is equal to the value at the root, 

then found!
•    else if value is less than value in root, go 

left, I.e. binarysearch(root.left, value)!
•  Else binarysearch(root.right, value)!



Balanced tree!

•  A balanced tree has roughly as many nodes 
on the left as on the right (recursively)!

•  An extremely imbalanced tree looks a lot like 
a linked list!!
–  Finding an element in an imbalanced search tree 

is no faster than finding it in a linked list!
–  Finding an element in a balanced search tree is 

significantly faster than finding it in a linked list!



Operations in Binary Tree!

•  Find!
•  Add!
•  Remove!
•  Empty!


